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Dear Applicant,

Thank you for your interest in the post of Executive Head of Bishop Ramsey School and CEO of the Veritas Educational Trust. 

I am pleased that you are considering this role as the next stage in your educational leadership career. As our recruitment 
pack states, this is an exciting vacancy created by restructuring following the promotion of the Head of School, which gives 
an experienced leader the opportunity to lead a successful school, develop a MAT with ambition to grow and train teachers 
across both primary and secondary sectors. The trustees are seeking to appoint an individual to this role who has the skills and 
experience to deliver on our immediate priorities which are: 

•  To sustain, and further develop Bishop Ramsey’s Christian mission and ethos
•   To ensure that Bishop Ramsey once again becomes one of the highest performing academies in the London area. 

Offering an education that is unequivocally outstanding
•   To work collaboratively with all key stakeholders in Veritas Educational Trust, to bring about the continuing success 

of the Trust
•  To work with the Trust Board in bringing Bishop Arden to fruition

As a Christian Learning Community, we seek a new leader who will share our vision for education based on Jesus’ statement 
that he came to bring “Life in all its fullness”. If you think that could be you I would encourage you to call Caroline Olsen 
our Recruitment partner at Academicis for further information and to arrange a confidential conversation. Please email 
colsen@academicis.co.uk or call 07500 889 504.

Kind regards,

Mrs Helen Dimmock MBE 
Chair of Veritas Educational Trust 

A welcome letter from the Chair of Veritas Educational Trust 



An exciting opportunity for an experienced school leader 
wishing to grow professionally
As both the Executive Head of Bishop Ramsey School and CEO of 
Veritas Educational Trust the post holder will be accountable for 1250 
students, a staff complement of 150 and a SCITT operation that will 
be training over 80 teachers in 2020-21. The combined budget of the 
Trust’s operations is over £8million. The Trust is committed to grow over 
the next few years and as CEO the post holder will be in a position to 
shape Veritas as it develops its portfolio of schools and services.

Background to the vacancy
The person appointed to the role of Executive Head of Bishop Ramsey 
School will take on the additional roles of Accounting Officer/CEO of 
Veritas Educational Trust and Head of Hillingdon SCITT.

The vacancy for an Executive Head for Bishop Ramsey is the result 
of a restructuring of Veritas Educational Trust to accommodate the 
future growth of the Trust, while providing continued strong and 
visionary leadership of Bishop Ramsey School. As Executive Head of 
Bishop Ramsey, you will have the support of one Deputy Head and four 
Assistant Heads in the leadership of the school. The SCITT is directly 
managed by a SCITT Director, who is paid on the Leadership Spine and 
will report directly to you. In addition, the Trust has a Chief Operating 
Officer (COO), who manages the finances for the Trust (including the 
School and the SCITT) and line manages both the finance team and the 
site team for Bishop Ramsey School. She will also report directly to you. 
The Trust Leadership Team will comprise the Executive Head, the COO, 
and the SCITT Director.

Veritas bid successfully in 2015 to open Bishop Arden, a sister school to 
Bishop Ramsey. Bishop Arden was to be a Church of England Academy 

located in the north of the London Borough of Hillingdon, jointly 
sponsored by the London Diocesan Board for Schools and Veritas. The 
Bishop Arden project was approved by the DfE to go to pre-planning 
in September 2016 but has since been seeking a suitable site. The 
basic need for secondary pupil places remains and now a site has been 
secured (subject to planning permission) the Trust is optimistic that 
the new school will be built. The Trust Board is clear that the incoming 
Executive Head will assume responsibility for both Bishop Arden and 
Bishop Ramsey once the new school is Operational.

Like many small MATs, Veritas has been and continues to be in 
discussions with other schools, which may be interested in joining the 
Trust. The oversight of any due diligence process will be a matter for the 
incoming Executive Head to discuss with the Trust Board. Once a new 
academy has joined the Trust, the Executive Head will have full overall 
accountability for it as CEO of the Trust.

This, then, is an exciting post that gives an experienced leader the 
opportunity to embrace new challenges immediately and to lead a Multi 
Academy Trust through a period of potential growth.

A copy of the Trust’s and School’s leadership structures is attached 
to give you an indication of the different roles and responsibilities of 
senior colleagues.

An introductory letter from the current CEO of Veritas Educational Trust



About Bishop Ramsey School
You can find information about Bishop Ramsey School on our website at 
www.bishopramseyschool.org

Bishop Ramsey is a highly successful co-educational, comprehensive 
Church of England Academy. We are particularly proud to be one of only 
100 schools in the country to have been accredited as a “World Class 
School” – http://worldclass-schools.org

Bishop Ramsey was recognised as Outstanding by Ofsted in 2006, by 
SIAS in 2013 and by SIAMS in 2018. We became a National Support 
School in 2010, an Academy in 2011 and a National Teaching School 
in 2013. Hillingdon SCITT, which is operated by Bishop Ramsey, was 
established in 2015. It was graded as Outstanding by Ofsted in 2018. 
As a Teaching School, Bishop Ramsey has provided School-to-School 
support to a range of local primary and secondary schools and this has 
offered opportunities for career development for several members of 
Bishop Ramsey staff.

As a Church of England Academy, the Christian life of Bishop Ramsey is 
important We have a Chapel and a Chaplaincy who support our students 
and run extra-curricular activities. Assemblies genuinely have a Christian 
flavour. Our aim is to enable all our students to discuss their views about 
‘the big questions of life’ openly and in a spirit of mutual respect.

Parents are both appreciative and supportive of the school. This is 
reflected in their attendance at parents’ evenings, their responses to our 
surveys and in their willingness to contribute to the Governors’ Fund.

Like any school, we have issues that we are battling with and I would 
wish any potentia candidate to come into the school with their eyes 
open. Improving value added at KS4 is an area of focus for us. Our 
results at GCSE in 2019 were disappointing. Trustees take the view 
that, in view of the willingness to learn of our student body and the 
support we receive from parents, we should regularly be recording value 
added at KS4 that is significantly above average. Ensuring that we get 
assessment right at KS3 while balancing the needs of staff, students and 
parents is a continuing work in progress. We are also aware that we need 
to improve the curricular provision for those students who find learning 
most difficult.

Hillingdon SCITT has proved a remarkably successful venture. 
Recognised as Outstanding by Ofsted in 2018, it has continued to grow 
and the 2019-20 cohort numbers 76. Since its opening in 2015, all SCITT 
trainees have been granted QTS with outstanding or good grades.

Our Sixth Form of approximately 300 students is an important part 
of the school. We offer a wide variety of A Levels and regularly send 
students to Oxbridge and other Russell Group universities. Sixth Form 
students have important leadership roles within their School Houses and 
more widely across the school.

Like all schools, we have found the challenges of providing an excellent 
education in a time of Coronavirus considerable. We continue to 
wrestle with how best to support all our students both pastorally 
and academically, and provide appropriate challenge to all in an 
environment where learning is happening online at home as well 
as at school. Over the last couple of years, changes to funding and 
development priorities have meant that the Trust has had to look hard 
at leadership structures and financial commitments. This has led to a 
more streamlined leadership structure, operational and transactional 
cost reductions, which combined have enabled significant cash reserves 
to be established.

Overall, Bishop Ramsey is a purposeful, Christian learning community. 
It is fair to say that teachers enjoy teaching here and students enjoy 
learning here. This is apparent as you walk around the school and by 
the wide extra-curricular offer which is greatly enjoyed by students and 
offered willingly by staff.

The Trust Board’s immediate priorities for the new Executive Head are:

1.   To sustain, and further develop Bishop Ramsey’s Christian mission 
and ethos.

2.  To ensure that Bishop Ramsey once again becomes one of the 
highest performing academies in the London area, offering an 
education that is unequivocally outstanding.

3.  To work collaboratively with all key stakeholders in Veritas Educational 
Trust, to bring about the continuing success of the Trust.

I hope that you feel encouraged to submit an application and embrace 
the opportunity to find out more about the School and the Trust at 
interview. If you would like an informal discussion about the role before 
applying contact Caroline Olsen at colsen@academicis.co.uk.

Andrew Wilcock
CEO, Veritas Educational Trust

Introductory letter continued

http://worldclass-schools.org
mailto:colsen%40academicis.co.uk?subject=


Core Commitment and Aims of Veritas Educational Trust
Veritas Educational Trust is committed to providing an outstanding 
education in the context  of human achievement and flourishing. 
This commitment is based on the Trust’s Christian worldview, which 
means that: 

1.   We recognize that every individual is created in the image of God. 
We seek to nurture each member of our community to develop 
his or her skills in a positive and ordered learning environment, so 
that pupils mature into responsible and caring adults, and that all 
members of the school community recognize the value of every 
individual in God’s eyes.

2.  The principle of stewardship underpins our approach to the use of 
the Trust’s resources.

3.  We approach our relationships based on the Christian view of God’s 
love for each of his human children and of Jesus’ command to 
forgive and love our fellows.

4.  We base our approach on achievement and the provision of 
opportunities for development on Jesus’ statement that he came to 
offer ‘life in all its fullness’.

5.  We wish all pupils to grow in the knowledge and understanding of 
Christian values.

We are committed to enabling members of all faith groups to grow in their 
own faith and to have the opportunity to celebrate their faith as part of 
their school life. We welcome those of no faith and encourage them to 
take a full part in the life of their academy community. In light of our core 
commitment to provide an outstanding education in the context of human 
flourishing, the Trust’s activities both centrally and within each academy 
will be characterised by the following strategic aims.

To ensure that: 
• Every learner is an empowered learner
• Every lesson is an outstanding lesson
• Every day at school is a rich experience
• Every relationship is a positive encounter
• Each school community looks outwards and beyond.

These aims dictate the development priorities of the Trust and how its 
resources are deployed.

In addition, the Trust is committed to growing over a period of 3-5 years, 
so that all academies will experience the benefits of cost efficiencies, 
collaboration, and connectedness that comes from being in a Church of 
England MAT.

Principles for Effective Partnership
The Academies, and those responsible for their governance and 
management, have committed to working in partnership, supporting 
one another and there are clear underlying principles around how that 
partnership will work:

1. Partnership & Collaboration
Each Academy is an equal partner within the Trust. The Academies will 
seek to preserve and protect each other’s distinctiveness and will be 
respectful of each respective ethos and mission. The Academies will 
work collaboratively with each other, sharing resources, knowledge, 
and best practice, to fulfill the Trust’s mission, vision, and values and to 
strengthen the performance of each academy. 

2. Transparency
All those involved in the running and oversight of the Trust and the 
Academies will be open and honest in their dealings with each other, at 
all times acting in good faith and recognizing the value of independence 
and separation in relation to decision making.

3. Subsidiarity
Decisions are to be taken at the level nearest to those affected by those 
decisions which are compatible with the principles of subsidiarity and 
support for the common good, avoiding unnecessary bureaucracy and 
aiming in so far as possible to make changes to established practices, 
only where it can be demonstrated there is a reasonable need.

4. Solidarity
All those with responsibility for the Trust and the Academies share a 
particular commitment to the mutual support of all Academies for which 
the Trust is responsible, especially those that are in need of assistance 
at any particular time.

5. The Common Good
All recognize their responsibility towards the common good, not just of 
the Academies for which the Trust is responsible and the wider family 
of local schools, but of all of the families and communities in the areas 
served by the Trust. The Trustees will ensure that common action and 
collaboration is conducted at the correct level and that the balance 
between subsidiarity and solidarity serve the common good in the most 
appropriate way.

Educational Vision of Bishop Ramsey School
As a member of Veritas, the educational vision of Bishop Ramsey is 
aligned to that of the Trust. Bishop Ramsey characterises itself as ‘a 
Christian Learning Community’ with a vision for education based on 
Jesus’s statement in John 10.10, that he came to bring ‘Life in all its 
fullness’. This is expressed in the whole school’s intent that everything 
we do as a school contributes to the growth in the ‘Learning, Loving and 
Living’ of our students.

About the Trust



Post Line Management 
Responsibilities

Brief outline of Key Accountabilities

Executive Head/
CEO

COO
SCITT Director
Deputy Head
Assistant Head (Teaching & 
Learning)
Assistant Head
(Quality  Assurance)
Assistant Head (Assessment)
Assistant Head  
Assistant Head (Pastoral Support)

• Ultimate responsibility on behalf of the Trust Board for all matters relating to the Trust
• Strategic Vision for the future of the Trust
• Strategic Vision for the future of Bishop Ramsey School
• Annual Trust Development Plan
• Construction of BR’s Annual School Development Plan
•  Overall responsibility for relationships with all stakeholders in the Trust and the 

School (Including Diocese, Deanery, Parishes, Parents, Students, The LA, Neighbours, 
Local Business, The Media)

• Overall responsibility for the Trust as a Christian Institution
• Overall responsibility for Hillingdon SCITT
• Monitoring the implementation of BR’s SDP
• Management of teaching staff appointments

SCITT Director
Dharmini Shah

SCITT Admin Manager
SCITT Admin Assistent
Direction of SCITT Staff in their  
SCITT roles

• Leadership of the Hillingdon SCITT
• Working with HEIs to support trainee teachers including SCITT trainees

Chief Operating 
Officer
Wendy Bhad

Finance Team
Site Manager

• Management of Financial Strategy for the whole Trust and the School
• Accountability for financial management 
•  Modelling the cost of the curriculum and advising the EHT on the impact of changes
• Oversight of Lettings 
• Preparation of all financial returns to DfE, ESFA and other agencies
• Income generation
• Advice to EHT and Trustees on all financial matters including benchmarking
• Financial management of any forthcoming capital projects
• Liaison with ESFA on Sixth Form funding and curriculum
• Overall leadership of the site management and finance teams
• Responsibility for Health and Safety across Veritas Educational Trust

Deputy Head
Malcolm Britton

Chaplain
Head of Y12
Head of Y13
KS5 Pastoral Assistant
KS5 Study Supervisor
Direction of Oxbridge G&T tutor
Head of Mathematics
Head of English
Head of Expressive Arts

• Member of Safeguarding Team
• Direction of the Chaplaincy, including supervision of the Chaplain
• Ensuring that BR is effective in its Christian mission and witness
• Ensuring the effective leadership of the Sixth Form
• Maximising the curricular and extra-curricular opportunities for Sixth Form students
• Promoting the Sixth Form within & outside the School
• Leadership and Management of Transition at age 16
• Ensuring that all opportunities to maximise Sixth Form funding are taken
• Support for aspirant Oxbridge applicants
• Oversight of delivery of EPQ
• Management of Post 16 Bursary
• Monitoring of EAL Post 16 students
• Charities
• Complaints Manager
• Oversight of the School Calendar
• Leadership of school’s engagement with parents and the local community

Assistant Head 
(Pastoral Support)
Abbey Maycock 

YD Y7
YD Y8
YD Y9
YD Y10
YD Y11
Isolation Room Supervisor 
Direction of School Counsellor 
from Place2Be
Welfare Officers
Admin Attendance Officer

• Designated safeguarding Lead (DSL)
•  Ensuring consistency across year groups in terms of the implementation of school 

policies and procedures
• Oversight of all pastoral issues
• Implementation of the Behaviour Policy
• Learning and teaching in all years
• Chair of Leadership Team Pastoral Committee
• Administration of PSPs & Managed Moves
• Administration of Red Reports
• Chair of Learning & Pastoral Care Committee
• Oversight of transition KS2 to KS3

Assistant Head
(Quality of 
Teaching)
Amanda Murphy

Head of MFL
Head of Science
HR Manager

•   Development of CPD and R&D strategy for the school and leadership of CPD 
programme for established teachers 

• Leadership of pedagogy and the development of the craft of teaching 
• Leadership Walks, Learning Walks and Sharing Good Practice
• Strategic oversight of the Learning for Life Programme
• Ensuring the School SEF meets the requirements of the new Ofsted framework
• Supporting teaching staff appointments
• Attendance at Teaching & Curriculum meetings
• Induction of Newly Qualified Teachers
• Ensuring the effectiveness of BYOD 
• Staff Wellbeings

Veritas Educational Trust and Bishop Ramsey School 
Leadership Team Roles from January 2021



Veritas Educational Trust and Bishop Ramsey School 
Leadership Team Roles from January 2021 continued

Post Line Management Responsibilities Brief outline of Key Accountabilities
Assistant Head
(Student 
Experience)
Catherine Wells

Head of Humanities and RE
SENCO
Raising Standards Leader
Head of Social Studies

• Oversight of all matters relating to students’ experience at Bishop Ramsey
•  Strategic oversight of all interventions including SEN(D), Pupil Premium, Gifted and 

Talented and any other identified groups
•  Ensuring the effectiveness of BYOD and SMH
• Whole School Literacy
• Oversight of PiXL strategy
• Management of the School Council
• Leadership of Student Voice, School Council and student surveys
• Management of the House System
• Leadership of World Class Schools
• Coordination, promotion and monitoring of extra-curricular provision

Assistant Head 
(Data and 
Assessment)
Kathryn 
Lovewell

Data and Exams Manager
Members of the Social Studies Faculty 

• Strategic Leadership of data assessment, tracking and reporting
• Oversight and creation of whole school timetable
• Curriculum design and intent
• Whole school achievement and progress data analysis
• Oversight of the options process
• Responsibility for SIMS/ Census

Organisation Chart of the Leadership of Veritas Educational Trust 
and Bishop Ramsey School 2021

Trust Board

Executive 
Head/CEO

SCITT 
Director

Leadership  
team of Bishop 
Ramsey School

COO

Agreed Leadership Code of Conduct
We are agreed that wearing the Black Lanyard as a member of the Leadership Team of Bishop Ramsey carries important responsibilities to other 
members of the team, to teaching and support staff colleagues and to the School as an institution. The list below is not exhaustive but gives a 
flavour of the weight of those responsibilities, which are above and beyond those that follow:

Responsibilities to Other 
Members of the Team

√  ‘Get your hands dirty’
√  Support policies – united front
√  Contribute to meetings
√   Communicate student issues appropriately 

with those concerned
√  Support one another
√  Learning walks
√   Do before school, after school, lunch and 

break duties actively

Responsibilities to 
Colleagues

√  Be a role model
√  Leading CPD groups
√  Lead support staff
√   Line management  

(following to agreed calendar)
√   Don’t back away from ‘crunchy’ conversations
√   Support staff through listening and responding
√  Mentoring and coaching others

Responsibilities to the School 
as an Institution

√  Have a presence around the school
√   Challenge poor punctuality/uniform/ 

litter and see it through
√  Lead/attend assemblies/Eucharist
√  Attend a fair share of evening functions



Job Title: Executive Head/CEO of Bishop Ramsey Church of England School

Grade: competitive salary  –  Leadership Pay Spine 

Immediate Supervisor: The Trust Board

Supervision exercised: – Directly: The Leadership Team of Bishop Ramsey School, The SCITT 
Director, The COO of Veritas Educational Trust – Indirectly: All teaching and support staff

Contacts: Parents, Trustees, DfE, the ESFA, Ofsted, Officials, LA, LDBS, other Headteachers and 
stakeholders in the school

Job Description – Executive Head and CEO

Main Purpose of the Post
The Executive Head will be subject to the terms and conditions 
of a Headteacher, asspecified in the School Teachers’ Pay and 
Conditions Document.

S(h)e will be the Accounting Officer for Veritas Educational Trust and 
will be accountable tothe Trust Board for all the internal operations of 
the Trust, including Bishop Ramsey Schooland Hillingdon SCITT and any 
academies which subsequently join the Trust.

The Executive Head will lead the Senior Leadership Team of Bishop 
Ramsey School whichis made up of one Deputy Head and four Assistant 
Heads. S(h)e will also line manage theChief Operating Officer of Veritas 
Educational Trust and the Director of Hillingdon SCITT. The Executive 
Head will be the strategic leader of the Trust, working with the Board to 
formulate policy for the growth and wellbeing of the Trust in line with 
the declaredprinciples and aims. S(h)e will lead the Trust’s staff in the 
implementation of such agreed policies.

Trust Wide Responsibilities
•   To work collaboratively with the Trust Board to ensure that policies 

and development plans are effected.
•   To lead the Trust Leadership Team and deploy them to achieve the 

Trust’s aims.
•   To lead the review and regular updating of the Trust Development 

Plan, ensuring that it aligns with the aims and principles of Veritas 
Educational Trust.

•   To ensure that the work of all elements of the Trust is effectively led in 
sympathy with the aims and principles of Veritas Educational Trust.

•   To ensure, working with the Director of Hillingdon SCITT, that it 
remains an outstanding provider of ITT.

•   To lead the central Trust team to provide an effective and efficient 
service to the academies in the Trust.

•   To line manage the Headteachers and Heads of School of Academies 
in the Trust.



•    To provide appropriate support and challenge to ensure that 
educational standards in each academy are improved, or maintained 
at a high level and that each academy operates in a way that is in 
sympathy with the aims and ethos of the Trust.

•    To ensure, as the Trust’s Accounting Officer and working with the 
Chief Operating Officer and Finance, Resources and Audit Committee 
(FRAC), that the Trust’s financial viability is secure.

•   To ensure, as the Trust’s Accounting Officer and working with the 
Chief Operating Officer, that the budget is managed prudently in line 
with the Trust’s declared financial objectives.

•    To attend meetings of the Trust Board and, working with the 
Chair and Clerk to the Trustees, to ensure that such meetings are 
purposeful and fully informed in relation to the activities of the 
constituent members of the Trust.

•   To work with the Chair and Clerk to the Trustees to ensure that a 
comprehensive program of meetings of Trust Committees is in place 
to discharge the work of the Trust and that these committees are 
effectively and efficiently serviced by senior leaders.

•   To ensure that the Trust identifies risks and takes appropriate 
measures to address them.

•   To develop and maintain effective relationships with the DfE, 
RSCs, DDEs, and LAs, working with them to secure and extend the 
reputation, vision, and values of the Trust.

•   To ensure that local communities served by the Trust are actively 
engaged in its work and have confidence in the quality of its provision.

•   To ensure the completion of the Trust’s Annual Report and accounts 
in a timely way.

•   To maintain high morale and confidence among the Headteachers 
and Heads of School of Academies in the Trust and members of 
the Central Team, setting an example of professional standards 
of leadership.

Professional Duties relating to Bishop Ramsey School
The Executive Head will be responsible to the Trust Board for:

•  Forming the aims and objectives of the school
•  Developing the school’s policies on curriculum, teaching and learning

•   Ensuring that Bishop Ramsey School is a safe place for students, 
assuring the quality of the work done by the school. 

•   Ensuring that the teaching and learning provided by all departments 
forms a coherent curriculum, meeting the needs of all learners at 
Bishop Ramsey School.

•   Maintaining high morale and confidence among staff and parents 
and setting an example of professional standards of leadership

•   Attending and reporting to meetings of the Trust Board and 
its committees. 

•   Heading the Senior Leadership Team of Bishop Ramsey School and 
deploying them to achieve the school’s aims.

•  Leading the school’s Self Evaluation process.
•   Leading the School Development Plan, ensuring that it aligns with 

the vision of Veritas Educational Trust.
•   Leading the monitoring and evaluating of teaching and learning 

throughout the school.
•   Monitoring national developments in curriculum management and 

leading the implementation of curriculum change, where appropriate.

Ethos
The Executive Head will be required:

•  To preserve and develop the religious character of the school in 
accordance with the principles of the Church of England, by providing 
Christian leadership in the context of the Trust’s vision statement.

•   To work with the Trust Board and other key stakeholders to develop 
the school’s vision and ensure that it is translated into agreed 
objectives and informs the work of the schools in the Trust.

•  To demonstrate the Trust’s values in everyday work and practice.
•   To maintain high morale and confidence and set an example of 

professional standards and leadership.
•   To maintain a high standard of behaviour in the Trust’s schools 

supported by policies and practices to promote self-discipline, 
independence and responsible attitudes.

•   To work with parents and colleagues to support the academic and 
personal progress of all students in the Trust and to ensure their 
safety and wellbeing.

Job Description continued



CRITERIA Essential/ 
Desirable

Assessed by 
application/ 

interview process

E D A I

QUALIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS
Honours Degree or equivalent √ √

Qualified Teacher Status √ √

Substantial experience of teaching √ √ √

Experience at Headteacher or Head of School level √ √

Experience at Deputy Head or equivalent level √ √ √

Evidence of significant CPD in the last three years √ √

NPQH √ √

Higher level educational/management qualification √ √

Experience of working in a Church school √ √

The capacity and willingness to contribute to the development of the school’s strong Christian ethos √ √ √

Membership and regular attendance at a Christian church √ √ √

PERSONAL APTITUDES, QUALITIES AND SKILLS
A clear, well-articulated personal vision for education in the context of a Church of England  
comprehensive school

√

Proven ability to plan strategically √ √ √

The ability to lead, influence and manage continuity and change √ √ √

The ability to communicate the school’s vision and inspire and motivate students, teachers, parents 
and governors

√ √ √

The ability to be proactive, innovative and versatile, with a high level of drive, energy, enthusiasm, 
resilience and integrit √ √

LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
Understanding of effective strategic, financial and resource management √ √ √

Evidence of a strong contribution to raising standards in your current school through self-evaluation 
and school improvement planning

√ √ √

The ability to perform a high profile role with a strong visible presence and a professional approach that 
demands excellence and earns the confidence, trust and respect of the entire school and wider community

√ √

Experience of and commitment to working collaboratively with a Governing Body √ √ √

Knowledge and understanding of the wider educational agenda, including current national policies and 
educational issues, as well as statutory and legal frameworks governing the operation of academies

√ √ √

Experience of positive behaviour management and a commitment to ensuring that student behaviour 
and attendance are outstanding

√ √ √

A demonstrable understanding of the process of safeguarding and safer recruitment, ensuring a safe, 
secure and healthy school

√ √ √

Substantial experience and ability to use sound judgement to anticipate and resolve conflict and issues √ √

LEADING LEARNING AND TEACHING
The ability to monitor and develop staff, evaluate performance, celebrate excellence and challenge 
poor performance

√ √ √

Evidence of the use of a range of strategies to meet the learning needs of all students √ √ √

Proven experience of developing and leading curriculum initiatives √ √ √

A commitment to a student-centred, inclusive approach in which every student is affirmed and valued √ √ √

Recognition and promotion of the role that parents/carers and families play in supporting young people 
to succeed and thrive

√ √ √

Experience of providing systems of planning, assessment and record-keeping and communications with 
parents/carers and students to enable individual targets to be set and monitored

√ √ √

Person Specification



How to apply: 

If you wish to discover more about this exciting opportunity, need any further information or you wish to have an informal discussion, 
please contact Caroline Olsen at Academicis: colsen@academicis.co.uk or call her on 01223 907979 or 07500 889504.

Please email your application to: colsen@academicis.co.uk

Closing date: Noon, Monday 15th March 2021
Shortlisting date: Wednesday 17th March 2021
Interviews: Monday 22nd and Friday 26th March 2021

We look forward to hearing from you

Bishop Ramsey School
Hume Way, Ruislip 

Middlesex HA4 8EE
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